Datasheet

OSSEasyHistoryExport Module
Do you ever find yourself needing to export meter data from a Niagara 4 system, perhaps for
consumption by a third party Energy Management system or external energy supplier?
If the answer to the above is yes, then keep on
reading to find out how ossEasyHistoryExport is
going to make your life a whole lot easier!
Niagara 4 makes for a great data integration &
aggregation platform, it can collect data from a
huge variety of sources including (but not limited
to) electricity, gas, steam, and water meters, over
various protocols such as Modbus, BACnet, SNMP
etc…
It can be configured to log such data on an interval of your choosing, this can be stored locally on a
controller such as the JACE 8000 for a period of time and can then be uploaded to a Niagara 4 Supervisor
for long term storage as well as to serve as an aggregation point for data coming in from many 100’s or
thousands of devices out in the field.
The challenge arises when you have been asked to provide said meter data for consumption by an energy
management system such as eSight, or need to ship it off externally to a utility company for their own
processing. So what options have been available up until now?

Can’t I just use Obix?
You could use oBIX which is supported natively by Niagara 4 and at least one of the major Energy
Management packages on the market. However this is a dated protocol, utilizing XML with HTTPBasic
authentication. This mechanism also requires that your Niagara 4 system be able to receive an INBOUND
connection to its web server through whatever firewalls may be in place to protect the building network.
This makes it less than favorable in a modern setting due to many wanting to take advantages of energy
data processing via the cloud but the IT security compromises that must be made in order to make an oBIX
connection possible are often simply not feasible.
It should also be noted that although oBIX is an OASIS managed standard, its uptake in the Smart Building
industry since its initial inception in 2003 has been very, very limited.

Wait, what about CSV files?
Ahh the humble and long lived CSV file, a universal favorite amongst many for importing/exporting data in
just about every walk of life you can think of. However, CSV files are not without complications of their own.
The first and greatest of these complications is that there are numerous different methods for generating a
CSV and just as many ways of formatting the data contained within.
For example, the simplest form of CSV known as a ‘single column’ might contain data for a single meter,
along with associate timestamps for each reading. It might include the meter name as a top row, or it might
not since the identifier could just as well be the filename of the CSV. Lets not forget the format of the reading timestamps as well, of which there are many options.
Now lets apply the above to a 1000 meter system. Yes, that’s 1000 individual CSV files you need to generate,
store and send. Be it every 15 mins, 30 mins or 24 hours. Things get messy, very quickly and this model does
not scale well at all, especially when you also need to make provisions to prevent overwriting of those files
in case the destination system is not ingesting them in real time. Reality is that you’ll end up with several
thousand files all over the place, all the time.
In Niagara 4, creating such a simple CSV file is easily achieved with standard tooling (report source + BQL +
file recipient), however you need to multiply the logic required for a single CSV x the number of meter
histories you have. That’s a whole lot of wire sheet logic right there, not to mention the wear on the SD card if
this is being done a JACE 8000, since all files are committed to disk.

Enter the Multicolumn CSV
The answer to scalability and efficiency when handling meter data in CSV files is the multicolumn format.
This is self explanatory in that a single CSV is produced with multiple columns, each containing the readings
for an individual meter.
However producing such a file from Niagara 4 is complex and time consuming, it requires a great deal of
wiresheet logic using transform blocks to collect together all the required histories. On top of that, how do
you then deal with meters that are logging at differing intervals? Additional logic must be created to ‘gap fill’
or duplicate longer interval readings so that there is a uniform timestamp for each reading, no matter if the
meter is 15 or 30 mins.

Now you have CSV’s, how do you get them to the destination
system?
The final piece of the puzzle involves getting the resulting file to the system for which it is intended. Theres
more than one way to do this, typical options are: Email, FTP/SFTP or another file sharing protocol, which
options are available to you depend on the platform in question. On a supervisor you could access the CSV
files directly and use an external FTP/SFTP client on a schedule to upload somewhere. You could use an
email service to attach the file and send it to a destination address where additional software will need to
strip the attachment from the email and save it in the required location.

If using a Niagara controller such as a JACE, you could take advantage of third party modules such as our
own ossFTP in order to send your files out via FTP/SFTP. Or maybe take a look at what other offerings are
available in the marketplace.
You get the picture…. Whichever way you look at the above options, its lengthy, doesn’t scale up and prone to
failure due to the sheer number of ‘moving parts’.

Introducing the OSSEasyHistoryExport!
Our awesome new module ossEasyHistoryExport has been designed to overcome all of the above
headaches when tasked with exporting meter data from Niagara 4! Now you can pull as much meter
data as you want from your Niagara 4 system, be it a JACE, Third Party Niagara Controller or a
Supervisor, in under 10 minutes.
Simply load the module, enter your destination FTP/SFTP server details, select the histories you want, set
the time range/record count, choose your scheduler interval and that’s it! Marvel at how quickly you not only
generated a tidy multicolumn CSV containing the data for 1000’s of meters with a universally compatible
timestamp, but also sent it on to its destination. No linking numerous components, no complex wiresheet
logic, no transformGraphs, no timestamp formatting, no gap filling/record de-dup. It just works!

ossEasyHistoryExport works by combining all of the elements required to produce a compatible
multicolumn CSV file based upon Niagara 4 numeric histories. It handles meters with different logging
intervals, provides record count/time range controls, supports FTP/SFTP destinations (with filename -timestamp appending to stop accidental overwrites) as well as including a scheduler to automate uploads on a
schedule of your choosing.
•

Single Niagara component handles the whole process

•

Produces a universally compatible multicolumn CSV

•

Select your histories using standard discovery UI

•

Chose from an FTP or SFTP server destination

•

CSV file generated in RAM, no prematurely wearing out SD cards!

•

Combine meters with different logging intervals into the same file

•

Selectable timestamp format presets

•

Runs on a schedule or manually triggered

•

Use multiple instances to separate groups of histories into different destinations

NEW VERSION FEATURES
• Support for more history types, including Boolean and string as well as numeric
• support for non-Tridium history types such as Trend
• A new summary option that adds totals for numeric histories that indicate the difference between
the start and end values, useful for summarising metering histories
• A new email transfer type so the resulting csv file can be emailed as well as ftpd or stored in a file.
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